The following are the facts. The Crow and Hidatsa, Siouan tribes tracing descent through the mother, class the father's sister's son with the father; the father's sister's daughter, father's sister's daughter's daughter and all her female descendants through females with the father's sister. It is to be proved that these classifications are connected with the exogamous social grouping.
The facts in the case may be summed up by saying that a single term is applied to male members of the father's clan regardless of generation, and a single term to female members of the father's clan who belong to his own and all descending generations. If this objective statement also represents the psychological basis of the grouping, the terminology should be modified as soon as we pass outside the can. We pass outside the can when we take not the father's sister's daughter's daughter, but the father's sister's son's daughter, since with exogamy and maternal descent she cannot belong to the father's clan. And In short, passing from tribes with matrilineal to tribes with patrilineal descent within the Siouan stock, we find precisely those differences that logically follow from the assumption that the exogamous group lies at the basis of kinship classification; and passing within a particular tribe from relatives within the same group to relatives of otherwise similar status outside the group we at once find a difference in nomenclature. Hence the exogamous factor must have been a real cause in moulding the kinship terminology of at least some so-called classificatory systems.
